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- by Ed Blake, p13
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- by Ed Blake, p14
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2990.0.
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By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst

China has been in the spotlight year to date, largely in regard to the pick up in credit stimulus and
growth data in recent months. Given the improving growth momentum in Q1 and rising inflation
pressure, the signals given by the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) in April reflected policymakers'
growing bias for a less accommodative monetary policy stance in H2. However, the drastic
turnaround of trade negotiations in the week ending 12 May was totally out of expectations.
This, we think, will inevitably hurt investor sentiment and business confidence, as the markets
had been expecting a trade deal until the 11th round of the US-China trade talks ended up with
no agreement but an increase in tariffs.

With the US-China trade war intensifying, it is quite likely that PBOC's policy response will turn
more accommodative again in order to offset trade stresses. An unexpected targeted RRR cut
announced on 6 May was the first easing move, especially in context of a hawkish message that
came out from the 1Q19 PBOC Monetary Policy Committee meeting just one month ago.

Chart 1 shows that Chinese government bond (CGB) yields have been very responsive to the
change in trade stresses since the outbreak of the US-China trade disputes in Q1 2018. We think
such a market dynamic will repeat itself this time around too.

In our view, the 10-year CGB yield, currently at 3.28%, will re-see 3.15-3.20% before Trump
meets with Xi at the G20 summit in Osaka in late-June. Recall that we did see a one-way slide of
CGB yields in November last year before both leaders had a dinner together at the G20 summit in
Buenos Aires at the beginning of December. That unavoidably will result in further extension of
the USD/CNH's rally for 6.95 or even 7.00 during this summer.

Back to Index Page
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By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX
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Expected Eur/Usd trading range is 1.1100/1.1215

German data the main focus this week, with a packed slate Thursday including:

• Final Q1 GDP: 0.6% q/q forecast.

• Markit May flash PMIs - Manufacturing likely to stay main focus, with a further rally to 44.8
expected vs 44.4 in Apr and Mar's 44.1 series low shocker in Mar.

• IFO - Mixed numbers again seen in May.

A big week for ECB speak, which includes Draghi on Wednesday and April Minutes Thursday,
which could reveal more about the discussion that saw a review of negative rates inserted into
the ECB president's opening statement.

ING understandably though believes EU elections also Thursday should dominate Euro trade this
week, with the focus on whether the populists take charge. The Dutch bank asks does Salvini's
Northern League do so well that he's tempted to break away from Italy's coalition govt or does Le
Pen undermine the chances of Macron's reforms? Though the votes come at a time of stuttering
EU growth and falling inflation expectations, there has been a belief that the populists will
generally be kept at bay this time.

The BBC, however, asks is Russia trying to sway the European elections?

From our perspective, we'll be looking to sell into rebound attempts towards 1.1200/50 for
possible runs on 1.1100 and 1.1000 through the remainder of the week given the broader
negative backdrop of global trade.

RISK - Interesting from NORDEA, they say the recent dovish repricing of Usd rates signals plenty of
Eur/Usd upside, and it is an indicator which has worked decently over the past decade.

• Trend lower remains intact for now following the recent rejections off 1.1265 (1 May) &
1.1263 (13 May) near the 50-Day MA

• Below Apr's 1.1112 low risks further weakness to 1.1023 (8 May 2017 high), possibly 1.0906
(27 Mar 2017 high)

• However, wider momentum off Jan's 1.1570 high is fading, and back above 1.1263/65 could
trigger a more substantial rebound, targeting 1.1324 ahead of the 200-dma (approx 1.1390)

Back to Index Page

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending-48296557
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst, 

Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst & Andrew Dowdell, FX Technical Analyst
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Doubts over the length of time for reform approval and ultimate impact

Former President Temer did not have much success mustering lawmaker support for a reform of the
pension system and his successor, Bolsonaro has since discovered just how difficult a task this is.
Some of his troubles, however, appear to be of his own doing as relations with Congress and
specifically with Lower House speaker Maia, started on a sour footing and this lost the
administration much valuable time.

Getting the government's proposal through its first committee stage in the Lower House ended up
taking over two months. Moreover, it required a handful of changes to the bill in a process that
should have simply been about acknowledging the reform's constitutional merit. This was the first of
seven stages required to get the bill fully approved and thus, does not bode well for the next stages,
when lawmakers will have to examine measures that are particularly unpopular with voters and face
strong resistance from those with vested interests in the public sector.

Although investors still believe pension reform will happen, there is plenty of doubt over both the
length of time it will take to secure Congressional approval and its ultimate impact. The government
is aiming for savings of BRL1tn over the coming decade, which it believes will help annual growth to
soon return to 2%-3%, and will work to keep as close to that savings target as possible. This is
important as the government's social security expenditure has been on a persistent upward
trajectory over the years (see the dashboard). However, many expect a figure closer to the
BRL600bn mark. On the timeframe, the government has continued to talk up progress, citing an
approval in the Lower House in H1, which could help to keep full approval on track for this year, but
markets are yet to be convinced this timeframe is achievable.

Brazilian markets show evidence of growing disappointment

The growing disappointment over the slow progress on social security reform has been clear to
see. After a mostly positive bias throughout the months of November to February, BRL net
positioning has since deteriorated and has been short for the past seven weeks, hitting -24.5k in
the week ended 13 May, the most negative print since early October. This, amid a sharp increase
in short positions that have, in recent weeks, also been accompanied by reductions in long
contracts, as can be seen in the dashboard. Increasing bearishness has left the Real one of the
worst performing EM currencies ytd, with USD/BRL having extended the upside ca. 4% to breach
the 4 handle for the first time since October.

At the same time, Brazil's Bovespa Index has lost its vigour seen at the start of the year. After
carving out record highs in mid-March the index has cooled back to levels traded at the beginning
of the year. Over the course of 2019 so far, the performance of the index looks to have tracked
the net flows for Brazil-focused equity funds (as per EPFR data). As the dashboard shows, the
Bovespa peaked in the weeks that followed the mid-February ytd high in cumulative inflows and
much like the flows, has entered a period of consolidation.

Buying opportunities?

However, veteran EM investor Mark Mobius made it clear recently that he is still optimistic on
Brazil, predominantly based on the expectation the pension bill will be approved this year and
should in turn aid the inflow of more money into the country.

Moreover, a host of Brazil's top hedge fund managers are boosting their bets on the Real, on the
view that it is cheap when compared to other asset classes, according to Bloomberg. They have
cited the improvement in the relationship of late between President Bolsonaro and Congress as a
potentially encouraging signal for reform.

So, with the markets currently still cautious on this front, there might be room for positive
surprises ahead, thus offering a potential buy opportunity. We would like to think the
government will learn from its early mistakes, paving the way for more constructive talks with
lawmakers as the pension reform continues its way through Congress. We would also suggest the
market could turn more positive if it becomes clear the H1 timeframe for the bill's transit through
the Lower House is achievable.

However, for those wanting to bet on a more optimistic outcome to pension reform efforts, the
charts suggest there are better entry levels for both USD/BRL and the Bovespa Index.

As detailed below, constructive studies suggest gains over 4.0620/4.0654 will open 4.1408 next.
With regards to the Bovespa, risk is now seen back to the 200-DMA/38.2% of the 2018-19
advance at 88455 and with bulls needing to reclaim 97123/97610 to signal a return to strength.

continued page 8 
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• Resumes the multi-month rally through key resistance at 4.0092/4.0298 (28 March peak and
6-1/2 month rising channel resistance) to post new 7-1/2 month highs

• Constructive studies and the recent Golden Cross (50/200DMAs) suggest gains over
4.0620/4.0654 (1 October 2018 high/76.4% retrace of 4.2133/3.5864 fall) opening 4.1408 (25
September 2018 lower high)

• Sustained dollar strength would re-open 4.2133 (30 August 2018, 3-1/2 year peak)

• Near-term corrective dips should hold over 3.9151 (30 April low, near a 3-1/2 month rising
trendline)

• Bears have broken decisively through the lower boundary of an approx. 11-month rising
channel

• Successive rejections at 97610 and 97123 (8 & 29 Apr) have led to the formation of a potential
multi-month top

• Risk is now seen back to the 200-Day MA/38.2% of the 2018-19 advance at 88455

• Above Tue's 94252 high would relieve immediate pressure, but bulls need to reclaim
97123/97610 to signal a return to strength.

Back to Index Page
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By Matthew Barrett, IGM Senior Credit Analyst

Traditionally, Friday is a day of relative rest for the European primary market, but not last week
with TLG Immobilien AG and Euronet Worldwide emerging from the pipeline whilst Volvo
Treasury went live with an opportunistic deal. The trio are adding to what already marks the
highest weekly volume week since the start of March, where as of Thursday's close EUR11bn had
hit the tape via 13 issuers.

Having wrapped up a roadshow Wednesday, German commercial real estate company TLG
Immobilien AG (Baa2 by Moody's) pulled the trigger on its well-flagged euro 7yr line. J.P. Morgan
as sole global coordinator and Credit Suisse as joint bookrunner opened books and released IPTs
for the May 2026 benchmark at m/s +170/175, set guidance at +160/165 and ultimately printed
at m/s +160.

TLG had just the one euro line outstanding in the form of a EUR400m 1.375% Nov 2024 which
launched in Nov 2017 at m/s +95 on demand of over EUR1.3bn. Leads spotted that line trading
closer to m/s +120 pre-announcement and highlighted it on the official comps list along with the
curves of German retail peers alstria office REIT and Aroundtown SA.

Referencing those, one banker away from the trade saw fair value for TLG's new deal in the
region of m/s +140 and in turn a starting NIC of 30-35bps.
* Indicative bid levels vs I-spread *
TLGGR Baa2 1.375 Nov-24 400m +120
AOXGR BBB 1.500 Nov-27 300m +134
ARNDTN BBB+ 1.500 Jul-24 500m +107
ARNDTN BBB+ 1.000 Jan-25 700m +117
ARNDTN BBB+ 1.875 Jan-26 500m +138

Euronet adds to reverse yankee boom
Having also concluded a series of meetings on Wednesday, Euronet Worldwide Inc (BBB-/BBB)
launched its debut euro trade on Friday.

The issuer was taking feedback for a 7-10yr line at the roadshow and chose the shorter end of
that range, touting a EUR SEC-registered May 2026 benchmark at m/s +150 area IPTs. Euronet

was able to tighten talk to +130/135 and price at the tight end of that range.

BofAML, Barclays and Wells Fargo Securities ran the trade with funds earmarked for general
corporate purposes, which may include the repayment of indebtedness under the company's
unsecured revolving credit facility, and share repurchases.

The coupon of the securities steps up 0.25% per rating level downgrade by either S&P or Fitch
(max 4 steps per agency). With this being a debut line, fair value is of course hard to pinpoint with
one lead saying that RV work with investors throughout the roadshow was conducted. The same
banker said that the week's jumbo trade from Fidelity National Information Services Inc, a similar
rated name in the broader space, was one of the reference points looked at.

Euronet is the fourth US corporate to tap the single currency last week, joining FIS, Emerson
Electric and Liberty Mutual that have printed a combined EUR6bn. The trio brought reverse
yankee issuance in the single currency up to EUR37.15bn which is already 50% more than was
seen in the whole of 2018.

Volvo Treasury hits the market ahead of upcoming maturity
Taking an opportunistic approach on Friday was Volvo Treasury AB (A3/A-), the funding arm of
Swedish multinational manufacturing company AB Volvo (publ). Leads BNP Paribas and Citi
opened books on a sub-benchmark EUR300m no grow 3yr (May 2022) at m/s +55 area IPTs,
ratcheted in guidance to +35 area and printed at +30.

Volvo Treasury has only one fixed-rated euro outstanding, a EUR600m 2.375% bond which
launched in 2012 and is maturing in November this year. Whilst the term sheet only says funds
from the new deal will be used for "general corporate purposes", that could potentially include
help toward the repayment of that bond.

According to the company's website, Volvo Group Treasury is Volvo Group's internal bank,
coordinates the Volvo Group's global funding strategy and financial infrastructure. It is also
responsible for the management of all interest-bearing assets and liabilities and the execution of
foreign exchange transactions.

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from IGM’s Weekly Corp Wrap.  For the full piece see HERE.

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1492449
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Angst about the turn for the worse taken by Sino-US trade talks hit EPFR-tracked Equity Funds
hard heading into mid-May, with redemptions from all Equity Funds around the $20 billion mark
for the second week running and Emerging Markets Equity Funds chalking up their biggest weekly
outflow since late March.

There were a few exceptions to the general direction of Equity Fund flows. Some of the more
defensive Sector Fund groups and oversold Country Fund groups attracted fresh money, and an
influx of cash into domestically domiciled ETFs lifted the headline number for China Equity Funds
to a 29-week high. Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and
governance (ESG) mandates also recorded collective net inflows -- for the 19th time in the past 20
weeks -- while flows to SRI/ESG Bond Funds hit a level last seen in early 2Q16.

Overall, the week ending May 15 saw another $19.5 billion flow out of EPFR-tracked Equity Funds
while Bond Funds collectively absorbed another $5 billion and Money Market Funds $1.6 billion.
Investors also pulled $1.2 billion from Alternative Funds and $2.2 billion from Balanced Funds.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Korea Equity Funds snapped their longest
outflow streak since 3Q16 while redemptions from Malaysia, Philippines and Indonesia Equity
Funds hit levels last seen in 2Q18, 4Q16 and 2Q13 respectively. Bank Loan, Convertible and
Inflation Protected Bond Funds saw their current redemption streaks extended by another week
and High Yield Bond Funds recorded their biggest outflow since late December.

Utilities, Healthcare and Infrastructure Sector Funds were the only groups to record inflows
during the second week of May as sector-oriented investors, spooked by the prospect of the Sino-
US trade dispute dragging on into the second half of the year, remained firmly on the defensive.
Outflows for the other eight major groups tracked by EPFR ranged from $110 million for
Technology Sector Funds to $1.36 billion for Financial Sector Funds.

The redemptions from Financial Sector Funds were the biggest since late March, and reflected
investor pessimism about global growth, further regulatory action and fears that the political
climate in the US will shift against the sector ahead of next year’s elections. Blackrock’s
withdrawal from a proposal to rescue a troubled Italian bank, Carige, has reminded investors of
the unresolved issues that continue to dog Europe’s financial sector.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Latest leg lower off 1.1570 has seen a pronounced slowdown in momentum compared to prior 
legs

• 14-Week RSI is showing multiple bullish divergences, near the 61.8% retracement of the 2017-
18 advance

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Scope for a rebound is growing, with an initial target seen at 1.1448. Below 1.1112/10 threatens 
extension lower, but buyers may look to re-group ahead of 1.0906.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.1996 14 May 2018 high 
R4 1.1815 24 September 2018 high 
R3 1.1570 10 January 2019 high 
R2 1.1448 20 March 2019 high 
R1 1.1345 200-Week MA, near the 12/18 April 2019 highs at 1.1324 

Support Levels 

S1 1.1112 26 April 2019 low, near the 30 May 2017 low at 1.1110 
S2 1.0906 27 March 2017 high 
S3 1.0821 24 April 2017 low 
S4 1.0778 20 April 2017 high 
S5 1.0570 10 April 2017 low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Narrowed from the 279-record high to 240 (3 January low) before consolidating within a

symmetrical triangle under 258

• While the 256/260 cluster caps any near-term widening, risk remains for a resumption of

narrowing from 279

• Below 243 (25 March low) completes the triangle and risks 240 (12-month top trigger),

perhaps 231/227 (April 2018 lows)

• Only over 256/260 would renewed the long-term uptrend for lower highs at 264/271

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near-term widening as we anticipate an eventual resumption of the six-month 
downtrend targeting 240 and below. Stop and reverse on a clearance of the 256/260 zone

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 279 6 November 2018 record high 
R4 271 27-29 November 2018 lower high, near 76.4% retrace of 279/240 fall at 270 
R3 264 11 December 2018 lower high and 61.8% retrace of 279/240 fall 
R2 260 7 December 2018 former low and 50% retrace of 279/240 fall 
R1 258 2019 high – 13 February, nr 200DMA (257), 22 April 2019 high/symmetrical triangle top (256)  

Support Levels 

S1 246 6 May 2019 low 
S2 243 25 March 2019 low, near 4½ month symmetrical triangle support at 244 
S3 240 2019 low – 3 January, also a year-long top trigger 
S4 231 19 April 2018 higher low 
S5 227 9 April 2018 higher low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Resumed the 11½ month downtrend via 3058.0 (28 February high) to hit 2812.5 (13 May

low and 40½ month rising trendline)

• While near-term corrective gains are capped by 2990.0 (11 March low/11½ month

trendline), watch for fresh easing

• Below 2812.5 targets the 2730.1 YTD low, under which exposes 2694.2/2634.8 (10 May

2017/29 December 2016 lows)

• Over 2990.0 averts bears for 3058.0, above which suggests broader basing (potential

inverted head/shoulders)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into near-term gains as we await a resumption of the 11½-month downtrend targeting 
2730.1/2694.2. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 2990.0

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 3499.6 2018 peak – 7 June 
R4 3318.0 76.4% retrace of 3499.6/2730.1 fall 
R3 3183.7 26 March 2018 former low, near 61.8% retrace of 3499.6/2730.1 fall 
R2 3058.0 2019 peak – 28 February, near 3 October 2018 high at 3051.8 
R1 2990.0 11 March 2019 former low, near an 11½ month falling trendline 

Support Levels 

S1 2812.5 13 May 2019 low, near 76.4% of 2730.1/3058.0 rally and a 40½ month rising trendline 
S2 2730.1 2019 low – 3 January 
S3 2694.2 10 May 2017 higher low 
S4 2634.8 29 December 2016 higher low, just over 61.8% retrace of the long-term 2049.0/3499.6 rally 
S5 2473.8 30 September 2016 former high 
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Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund 
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